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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our sixth and final issue for 
2022, of the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES” as we 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the 
founding of Checker Motors. 

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and place in your own binder. 
Please feel free to forward to all your 
Checker friends and share the fun. 

A big thanknyou goes out to Chris Monier
for organizing the European Checker Cab 
100th anniversary show in France.

Our last Newsletter of the 100th year of 
Checker celebration, full coverage of the 
show can be found it this edition,

Also in this edition, Emerson Zentz shares 
photographic story of his recent Checker 
purchase and his trip on the USS Badger.

Our good friend Doug Klauck has 
prepared a history blog on the 
stretched Model  A8 limos produced 
by Stageway of Arkansas.

Additionally, a big congratulations 
goes to Doug for his recent win with 
his Checker Marathon at the Las 

Vegas, Concours d’Elegance.  Doug 
also presents a photographic story 
in this episode.

As usual, we present the most up to 
date list of Classified Checker Cab. In 
this edition you will find thirteen 
Checker for sale.

The ICTA wishes all Checker fans a 
happy holiday season.

Please enjoy issue: volume 8 issue 6

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com

Owner 1950 & 1957 Checkers

Cover Photo: Checker 100th

Anniversary Show France 

Photo by Gerben Vermaning
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The European Checker 100th Anniversary Show Starts!

A big shout out to Chris Monier and the Checker fans for 

organizing the European Checker 100th Anniversary Show. Its 

great to see the Checker spirit organized overseas.

The event unofficially started on Oct 21th with Chris meeting up 

with Aldee Gallego from New York City’s Taxi Depot. Aldee was

there as a special guest from the US. According to Chris “I took 

Aldee from Lyon Airport and drove all day 500 miles to Secline

where we met with Gerben”

Its interesting to note how hard core these three 

Checker fans are, all three also participated at the 

Checker show this year in Wisconsin, this past 

memorial day weekend! Later in the evening

Gerben, Aldee and Chris would meet up with 

Philippe Campin from Lille, France. 

A larger group of Checker fans would meet up the 

next day

Day 2

The second day of the European Checker Show was 

a total success.  Nine car in all met up in the little city 

call Cassel. Cassel sits in the region called the  

"French Flanders“, once part of the feudal state 

called the County of Flanders, later Cassel was part 

of Southern Netherlands, today it’s a vibrant French 

city.

The group received a warm welcome from the City 

and it’s Mayor Mr. Flory. According to Chris the 

group had a traditional meal and enjoyed by all 

participants. Chris would add “I’m in heaven”. This 

writer would agree.
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Day 3
Sunday morning, The group headed 
out for Calais to see the dragon! 
According to the Dragon website, “the 
Calais Dragon is a colossal construction 
made of steel and carved wood: the 
most imposing and technical 
construction ever imagined by François 
Delaroziere. Its spectacular mobility is 
inspired by reptiles. Highly expressive, 
it spits fire, smoke and water in 
different forms. Mist pours out of its 
body through thirty vents. Its eyes, 
eyelids, ears, mouth, tongue and fins 
are mobile. It can lie down, stand up, 
run up to four kilometers per hour and 
flap its thick canvas wings. Its opal-
colored wooden skin covers an area of 
six hundred square meters. Forty-eight 
passengers can climb up to its back by 
means of a staircase built into its tail.”
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From Chris’s log:  time 
to say goodbye early 
afternoon… we were 
delighted to meet 
owners of these very 
endearing,  Taxis that 
make both elderly and 
children smile who feel 
like a car escaped from 
a giant toy trunk 
passing by.

We continue the road to 
Paris with Michel and 
his cab…
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Later on Day 3 Chris updated all in the Facebook group as follows  “Arriving in Paris at the end of the day for 

dinner and to listen to Cuban music at Cuba Company. Then crossing from Paris east to west via the Arc de 

Triomphe. We’re hungry … a delicious little couscous at midnight?… yes it is possible enable by the  lovely 

owners of the Val d’Or in Suresnes.
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As an owner of one of the three restored A8s, I have a passion for 
collecting any literature or photos I can on these rare cars. It’s 
hard to believe there were almost 10,000 A8s made from 
January 1956 to September 1958.

The Checker Model A8 Six and Eight Door Limos 
by Doug Klauck

Did you know there were once 5, 6, and 8 door A8s roaming 
about? They were stretched by Armbruster and Company 
(as they were known then) in Ft Smith Arkansas, in 
cooperation with Checker Cab Manufacturing Corp. The cost 
for Armbruster to stretch a $2200 A8 was $1295 for a 5 or 6 
door, and $1750 for an 8 door. The weight of the 6 door A8 
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was 4430 pounds compared to about 3600 for the 120” wheelbase factory model. The 5-6 door added 35 inches.

Checker added 8 ply tires instead of 6, heavy duty shocks and springs, and oversized spindles and wheel bearings before 

shipping the cars to Ft Smith. Checker also provided the extra parts needed, such as doors and arm rests.

The A8 Standard in the November 1957 photo was taken at the time of delivery to Airlines Transportation Service in 

Memphis. Dan Lyons, the local Checker agent, picked up the stretch from FT Smith and delivered it to Memphis. The car is 

solid black. A Checker official from Kalamazoo was on hand in Memphis to inspect. The engine is a stock F226 Continental.

In 1958, Airlines Transportation Service had two additional A8-B Standards turned into 6 door models but switched colors to 

Duco Imperial Green.

On November 26 of 1957 Armbruster announced they were building their first 12 passenger (8 door) for Continental Air Transport 

Company in Chicago. Perhaps the only one since the A8s days were numbered.

Armbruster went on and built some A9 stretches for Airlines Transportation Service.



A Checker 
Adventure on the 
SS Badger

Our great Checker friend Emerson Zentz really knows how to make 
a Checker acquisition an adventure. Over the years we have 
documented many of Emerson exploits. The past week, Emerson 
out did himself with his acquisition of a Checker Aerobus.

Now acquiring a Checker is always fun, but when you can mix in a 
little history and a different form of transport, now you have the 
makings of a fun Checker adventure.  This past week Emerson 
took delivery of a (new to him) Checker Aerobus.

Purchased in the great state of Michigan, Emerson had to 
transport the Aerobus to his home state of Wisconsin. Well he did 
it in great style, he moved it across state lines via the S.S. Badger!

The SS Badger is a passenger and vehicle Ferry in the United 
States that has been in service on Lake Michigan since 1953. 
Currently, the ship shuttles between Ludington, MI 
and Manitowoc, Wi., a distance of sixty-two miles, connecting US 
highway 10 between those two cities. It is the 
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It is the last coal-fired passenger vessel operating on 
the Great Lakes and was designated a National Historic 
Landmarks on January 20, 2016.

The ship is named after the University of 
Wisconsin’s athletic teams, the Badgers. The Badger runs 
on Michigan time (Eastern Time Zone, whereas Wisconsin 
is in the Central Time Zone) and riders pay Michigan taxes 
on their fares. It runs on a seasonal basis from May to 
October.

Badger was constructed as a rail car ferry in 1952 by 
the Christy Corporate of Sturgeon Bay, along with its 
twin SS Spartan (named after the mascot of Michigan 
State University) with a reinforced hull for ice-breaking. It 
was originally used to carry railroad cars, passengers and 
automobiles between the two sides of the lake.

The trip went smoothly and the Aerobus is now parked at 
the Midwest Bus Museum where it will join the fleet of 
rare and unusual buses. For more information about the

SS Badger, here’s a link to the official website.

Ludington MI To Manitowoc WI SS Badger People & Car 
Ferry

Here’s a link to the Midwest Bus Museums website.

Midwest Bus Museum – Bus Transportation History 
Museum
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https://www.ssbadger.com/
http://midwestbusmuseum.org/
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Note the SS Badger in the background
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Congratulations to Doug and Carol 
Klauck on their win at the Las Vegas 
Concours d’Elegance.  Doug provided the 
following story regarding the event.

It was an honor to be invited to the Las 
Vegas Concours d’Elegance this past 
weekend to show, not one but two of my 
cars. 1972 Checker Marathon and 1968 
Daimler Majestic Major limousine. Both 
cars looked the best they ever have. The 
European class was remarkable with the 
Mercedes, Bentleys, and Roll Royce’s. 
Roy Orbison’s 1972 Mercedes-Benz 600, 
with 15k miles on it took first place. Well 
deserved. The car is flawless, and 
famous. A wonderful surprise was my 
Checker, which I restored in 1997, took 
3rd, just behind 2 beautiful Packards. 
Just being invited to a Concours 
d’Elegance was a win. This award makes 
it over the top.

1972 Checker Marathon Win at Las Vegas Concours d’Elegance



The Checker has done me proud. 
Hard to believe but the Marathon 
has now been restored longer that it 
was unrestored. I drove it over 500 
miles RT to this event. Always fun to 
drive a Checker but bias ply tires are 
so miserable on roads that have ruts 
and potholes. The one judge 
questioned everything about my 
Checker. She found it hard to believe 
factory AC would be mounted under 
the dash. She also didn’t care for my 
beautiful headliner, tilt wheel, or 
AM/FM radio, which are all stock. 
Seems she must have only ever seen 
A11s. Either way the head judge, 
who knows Todd Harroun, must have 
set her straight.
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Just in Time For Christmas 
the 1/43 Checker Model A

From the Ebay Item Description:

“Throughout automotive history, there have been a number of
machines that so perfectly suited their purpose that they came 
to define their respective niche, but none more so than the 
Checker Cab. Even now, nearly 40 years after the last one 
rolled off of its Kalamazoo, Michigan assembly line when you 
say the word “taxi” to the average person it is the image of the 
ubiquitous Checker A-series that they conjure in their mind. 
Most people think of the boxy A9 that debuted in the late 
1950s as the quintessential cab, but that car’s architecture 
dates all the way back to 1939 and the original—and 
revolutionary!—Checker Model A.

From its inception, the Model A design zeroed in on the core 
priorities of the taxi industry. The open-front fender design and 
inboard headlight location helped minimize accident damage 
and facilitate easy replacement to keep Model As on the road. 
The Continental inline-6 was simple, reliable, and easy to 
maintain. The most innovative features focused on passenger 
comfort and luxury with an eye toward attracting customers. 
There was a
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hot-water-based heater unit installed in the partition between 
the driver and passenger compartments with outlets for both. 
But the most distinctive feature—and the one for which the 
model A is best known—is the power-retractable landaulet “roll-
top” that with a push of a button lowered the shell 
encompassing C-pillar and rear window area to provide an open-
air experience for passengers in fair weather.

All of these details are presented for the very first time with 
Automodello’s ONE43™ signature precision in the 1:43 replica 
before you. Two historic livery schemes are offered—a Yellow 
Cab of New York City and the Green colors of Checker’s 
Chicago/Kalamazoo home market. Each is limited to just 143 
pieces, ensuring collectability to match their impressive detail.”

Link to Ebay auction

Automodello 1940 – 1941 Checker Model A 1:43 Yellow for New 
York City | eBay

https://www.ebay.com/itm/155117101018?hash=item241db31fda:g:x8cAAOSwOypi9z2z&amdata=enc%3AAQAHAAAAoIWPr9WsV6IYFnCSF2%2FEnvV7XRU93i%2FxG7ZDA7Wvz1D3CjgJvCXJ%2Fq6acMEQYwz6lCWBRrH9DgP9E2Wv%2FgTRVM3dsaUVHyEdGaHjdqWYnakyC2cuMvCOWNOvaDX4lFQnBAzLtLdzXzQtmDklml2ueI8Z%2BtgRxr%2Bhq7zpYQLfjzQxOF%2BMfxf2%2FCjUMh11rdmnusrew2n4Xy3ETO%2FopPcmyq0%3D%7Ctkp%3ABk9SR-Lf0t3VYA
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This is a 1981 Checker Marathon A10 - the private version of the same 

car that was used as a taxi. The car is in poor condition and needs a full 

going-through or would make a good parts car if you have another 

Checker that you are restoring. We bought it in 2000, but have not 

driven it on the road since 2006 or so - it had failed the MD emissions 

test and I never found time to fix it. The car ran, but it always had low 

power and was sluggish. The V-8 engine and automatic transmission 

are GM. The previous owner had replaced the timing chain, and my 

suspicion is that the chain is "one tooth off" from where it should be. I 

have not even tried to start it in years. There is rust-through on the 

lower rocker panels, as well as many other spots. I have an extra 

passenger front door and rear trunk door that will be included in the 

sale. Because the car was parked in an unpaved driveway with a lot of 

trees, there is dirt and tree residue on the car. The title for the car is 

clear, and it is currently stored inside a garage in the Baltimore area. 

The tires are showing dry rot, so you should plan on putting this on a 

car trailer or flatbed to get it home. It barely fits on a U-Haul trailer, 

which is how I moved it to the current location. If you want to see 

pictures of the car from when we were driving it, visit 

http://checkerweb.relitech.com 

1981 Checker Taxicab marathon a11



• 1975 Marathon Checker taxi. 
Excellent condition. OBO

• link to Facebook                     
(5) Marketplace - 1975 
Marathon Checker Taxi | 
Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/427173229528104/?hoisted=false&ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Acd838c9e-d1de-49bf-951b-1c37f11391ad


1971 Checker Marathon with low original miles 
currently in Florida. Asking $13,000. It has been 
in the family since it was purchased brand new in 
1971. Milage is original has not rolled 
over. Minor issues, it has a tear in rear bottom 
seat

Equipped with rear foot rests. Some of the brake 
lines were replace. Rust on body underneath and 
was mitigated about 10 years ago

6 Cylinder. Garaged kept.

Never a Taxi

Contact Larry via email 
at surveillancetechnologiesllc@gmail.com

Link to Facebook (2) Marketplace - 1971 Checker 
Marathon | Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/765248484476107/?ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A0e0b2bd8-6efe-4359-9676-d66e7157745a
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1981 Checker A11 Police car, V6, auto. This is a very rare car, 1 of 50 checkers ever made to be police cars, and 1 of only 2 believed to 

still exist. This car is a former Newport New Hampshire cruiser ( I included pictures of when the car was in service ). It will need a 

complete restoration. The floors and rockers are rusty and there is some rust here and there elsewhere on the car. The frame is very 

solid and not rotted anywhere. This car is totally savable and it's a very cool piece of automotive history. Comes with a clean New 

Hampshire title. Please feel free to message or call me with any questions, (203) 895-2277. If you get my voicemail leave a message and I 

will call you back.

Please scroll down below to see a detailed YouTube video tour of this car. Mobile users may need to view from a computer to see 

the video.

I want the winning bidder to be very 

happy with their purchase, so I 

encourage potential bidders to call 

or email with any and all questions 

or come see the vehicle in person if 

local. The phone number to reach 

me at is (203) 895-2277.

Out of state buyers, we will provide 

storage for a reasonable amount of 

time after full payment is made to 

allow for shipping arrangements. We 

will also assist the shipping 

company with the loading of the 

vehicle.

Link to Ebay auction

1981 Checker A11 Police Car | eBay

https://www.ebay.com/itm/125616806183?hash=item1d3f585927:g:MQ0AAOSwL2BjbDqx
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Here’s a few facts about the 1969 Checker marathon….
Original Chev V8 350 HP, Odometer 207 017 Miles, Drum brakes, Power steering, 
Original air conditioning unit, Whitewall tires 2003, Original work orders
3 ring binder / owners manual equipped with all the schematics and line drawings of 
all components and parts.

I am the second owner, bought it in 1997 in Valencia Ca. Original owners bought it 
from the factory and used it as their family car up to 1995. Sat in their garage after 
that for 2 years.
We did minor tune up / maintenance work while in LA, drove it around LA for 8 
months, brought it home to Vancouver, did road trips to Prince Rupert, Calgary and 
countless trips to Kamloops and Vancouver Island. Used it as our family car from 
1997 – 2004.
The car has had the luxury of being in an underground parkade while in Vancouver 
and in the dry California climate before then.
Periodically used in the local movie industry, 1998-2004.was painted like a NYC cab. 
Has sat idle since 2004, with the occasional start up.
Fall 2021 – drained the tank, bled the gas lines and did minor work to start the 
engine. Installed new battery $10 000 obo,  Link to Craig’s List.

1969 Checker Marathon - cars & trucks - by owner (craigslist.org)

https://vancouver.craigslist.org/van/cto/7548831980.html
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1981 checker marathon civilian vehicle 
not a cab. 3.8 v6 engine GM motor 
Automatic transmission This is a project 
vehicle. The first several pictures are 
currently how it looks. I started doing 
the bodywork too it. It has rust it needs 
metal work. Needs front floor pans. 
Would be a cool cruiser driver with 
some tlc. Can start car by jumping it 
usually. Alternator is not charging so 
needs a rebuilt or replacement. I would 
highly suggest towing the car to its new 
location. Valve covers leak oil so it’s 
Smokey upon start up (leak is dripping 
on the exhaust) Car is all there. Brand 
new tires with less than 10 miles on 
them. If you have questions feel free to 
ask $1600 serious buyers please.

Link to Facebook

(2) Marketplace - 1981 Checker 
Marathon | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/3327611154174695/?hoisted=false&ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9604a1ef-d563-47e6-885d-bc829f7b8744
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1973 Checker Marathon.. Ran when parked.. Complete..parts car. 
$1500.00
9400 Jamison Rd, Lodi, OH, United States, Ohio

(330) 948-2567

(2) Facebook

1972 Checker Aerobus..$5000.00 motor is free..ran
when parked.

9400 Jamison Rd, Lodi, OH, United States, Ohio

(330) 948-2567

https://www.facebook.com/commerce/listing/628820228576170/?ref=share_attachment
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Here’s use a chance to own a little piece of automotive history 
with this 1980 Checker runs good
Driven 135,000 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: White · Interior color: Grey
Fuel type: Gasoline
Link to Facebook Marketplace

(2) Marketplace - 1980 Checker Kf | Facebook

Very unique car ( 8 passengers ) ….drives very nice an 
strong
Driven 99,000 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: White · Interior color: Black
Fuel type: Gasoline
Link to Facebook Marketplace

(2) Marketplace - 1981 Cheker Marathon · Deluxe | 
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/764661311380846/?hoisted=false&ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A42989bbe-e554-43c2-8119-0edce0d39491
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/874610047292095/?hoisted=false&ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A1f68156b-b273-4573-9497-3d4a97fe0a96
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I have decided to put up for sale my Checker Taxi, this is 
the last car #124 from the St a Paul MN fleet, the vehicle 
is Ontario Titled ‘Fit’. owned 18 years. It has has extensive 
work all photographed. Entire new floor c/w stiffeners 
Replaced the fold in floor and Faux rockers with 1/4 
plate to ABC pillars Custom formed Rocker covers in 
12ga satin coat Proper double Roof light, with On Radio 
Call upper – functional Correct period lever actuated 
Taximeter Hidden CD changer, functional heater Period 
correct Checker hubcap covers Vehicle was built as a 
229V6 on propane Converted to removable Forklift 
tanks (2 in date) ideal for long storage Vehicle is ‘Shoot 
Ready’ patina correct with usage is not a show Queen but 
fully drivable excellent front rear brakes and parking 
brakes Seating two vinyl bench seats – No divider to 
facilitate close camera likewise area between rear seat 
base to front seat is 4ft. A very hard to find appreciating 
asset, is a known car to the Checker Club.
Link to Facebook Marketplace   $8300.00

(3) Marketplace - 1979 Checker A12 | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2002375906632148
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1968 Checker Marathon station wagon very original with V8 
engine automatic transmission has dealer ad on ac ,not 
running needs restoration ,missing title does have vin tag,low
production,never made as a commercial vehicle produced as a 
family wagon,located near Albuquerque New Mexico.
Call (505) 453-8982 (5) Marketplace - 1972 Chevrolet Taxi cab | Facebook

I'll trade you my cab project it's a 1973 checkered 

cab with a good trans and good rear end and 

good body it need the motor rebuilt but it comes 

with an in line 6 engine to rebuild and it needs 

interior redone shoot me good offers or trades 

clean Texas title I have lots of accessories and 

pieces also

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/615626403247928/?hoisted=false&ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A64057f8a-4f70-41cc-927c-8049ae8a3cab
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Posting for my dad, call only as what I have posted is all ik. He 
will have to answer any further questions. 641/790/0089 
Missing front fenders and grill. Is not titled. It is complete 
except the fenders and grill. Don’t know if motor will run. 
Wheels do turn and does steer fine but needs tires. Been 
sitting for many years, has a continental 6 motor in it. Union 
made by the Checkered Cab Manufacturing Co. as seen in 
plaques on truck. Motor was rebuilt according to the tag in the 
first month of 1957 but that’s all ik of the motor. Would trade 
for older hot rods or Mopar preferred items are of interest as 
well. No crotch rockets. It is not mine. I will not respond to 
messages or comments he won’t answer text unless it’s a 
picture offering trade..

Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement

(3) Marketplace - 1942 Ford railway Express truck | 
Facebook

Checker Cab Manufactured Ford 
Railway Express Agency Truck

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/466637248866583/?rid=10209775704865935&ad_id&rt=1&refID=0&refType=0&referral_code=commerce_attachment
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$4,500 OBO!!! SERIOUS ONLY!! Posting for a friend!! Will 

need towed!! 350 motor, ran when sat and will need work 

and tlc!!! Have title and keys!! Must pick up!!!! 

(7) Marketplace - 1979 Chevrolet Checker marathon | 
Facebook

1977 Checker Aerobus Runs great, interior 

pretty nice 

(3) Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/443996920946701/?ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A3809b849-37a8-458c-b797-3d98ea884641
https://www.facebook.com/commerce/listing/587418736126863/?media_id=0&ref=share_attachment
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1971 checker Aerobus 8 door This would make a really 

cool build Has some cancer and needs total restore Clear 

title Reduced to 2k needs to go away 

(7) Marketplace - 1971 Checker Aerobus | Facebook

1969 Checker Marathon Cab. Runs, drives and 

for more info call 509-551-5061 

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/1028890727991801/?ref=search&referral_code=null&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Abbe1edfd-c490-475a-b44d-5d5eff244ef9


End Photo

Three extremely rare 
Checker A8’s parked at 
the 2014 Checker Show 
in Brooklyn, New York, 
New York.  Checker 1 
restored by Bruce 
Uhrich, Checker 2, 
restored by Doug Klauck 
and Checker 3 restored 
by Joe Fay


